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Storytellers own their stories.

The Houston Immigration Legal Services Collaborate (HILSC) is committed to building an

ethical storytelling process that prioritizes the needs, rights and dignity of storytellers. This

means that the storyteller is the owner of the story and a decision-maker in our storytelling

work. Ensuring that our project protects a storyteller’s ownership of their story means

embracing storytelling as more than a commodity for our organization. 

HILSC builds the platform for those stories to be shared.

To tell stories that are purposely uncommon to the mainstream is commit a radical act of

memorialization. It is imperative to invest in stories and storytelling as a method of

individual and collective visibility and healing. We cannot diminish complex people by

depriving them of their humanity through tropes like the good immigrant / bad immigrant

divide. People of color, including immigrants, deserve, without question, to be seen through

the lens of their individual and unique experience.

As a storyteller:

I have the right to:

1. Decide which stories I share during my coaching sessions and during the recorded

performance

2. Share stories about myself and my life that are rooted in feelings like joy, discovery or

learning. [The expectation from HILSC is not that I share difficult life experiences unless it is

my choice.]

3. Answer only the questions I am comfortable with during my coaching session and during

the recorded performance

4. Ask for support, including mental health support, throughout the process

5. Decide how I will be represented, including my name and pronouns

6. Choose the language(s) in which I want to tell my story

7. Change details of my story to protect myself and others

I am the owner
of my story. I am engaged

and informed in
the language(s)
of my choosing.

I am a
decisionmaker.

I am seen.

I am supported.



cont.

I have the right to: 

8. Know who the audience is, along with where and how the recording of my performance

will be shared

9. Make editing choices and creative decisions about how my story is told, written and

marketed

10. Take a break or fully withdraw from the process at any time 

Collecting stories from people in the community is an incredible responsibility. To earn the

privilege to create a platform for someone’s journey, we make sure our values in this work

support our intentions, and that both are infinitely clear. As the holder of this process, 

HILSC values:

1. Opportunities for immigrant storytelling that go beyond tropes like the good immigrant /

bad immigrant dichotomy

2. Methods of trauma-informed storytelling that prioritize process over outcome through

investment in quality mental health resources for storytellers, along with the commitment to

challenge our own decisions around this process and call ourselves out when we make the

wrong choices.

3. Exploring different modalities of storytelling

HILSC intends to:

1. Ensure the informed consent and rights of storytellers are protected

2. Exercise transparency in our storytelling work, including of goals, processes and

intentions 

3. Thoughtfully encourage a diversity of voices and experiences to participate, without

purposefully mining for storytellers most difficult experiences

4. Respect the specific experience and individuality of each storyteller 

5. Be intentional in our language choice

6. Reject and encourage the rejection of generalizations about immigrant experience that

continue to separate people of color, including immigrants, from their humanity or that

elevate the lens of the audience over the safety and dignity of the storyteller

7. Our job as listeners is to be active, present, and to foster cultures of community

storytelling as an opportunity for sharing and healing. We cannot be transactional with

stories and extract only opportunities to perpetuate harm or exercise self-interest.


